REPORT: COMMITTEE ON CURRICULA AND COURSES
(For consideration by the Faculty Senate at its March 5, 2014 meeting.)

Per the USC Policies and Procedures Manual - Academic Affairs section ACAF 2.00 and 2.03 Appendices, any department which has a proposal being recommended by the Committee on Curricula and Courses must have a representative in attendance at the Faculty Senate meeting in which said proposal is to be recommended.

Please contact Brian Habing (Statistics) in advance of Faculty Senate meeting if errors are noted, either by phone: 777-3578 or e-mail: habing@stat.sc.edu

1. COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A. Department of Biological Sciences
BIOL 625 Medical Mycology. [=ENHS 625] (3) Advanced study of infectious diseases caused by fungi. Etiology, symptoms, and treatment of fungi related illnesses.

B. Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
CPLT 150 Values and Ethics in Literature. (3) Analysis of major works of world literature focusing on values, ethics, and social responsibility.
Carolina Core AIU and VSR

C. Department of Physics and Astronomy
New course and core designation
ASTR 101 Introduction to Astronomy. (4) An introduction to the solar system and universe accomplished with interactive lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory experience. Designed primarily for the non-science major.
Carolina Core SCI

D. Department of Religious Studies
RELG 337 Religion and Politics. (3) Relationships between religion and the structure, institutions, and content of a nation’s political processes.

Deletions (Effective: 2015-2016 Bulletin)
RELG 384 Classical Jewish Texts. (3)
RELG 385 Jewish Messianism. (3)
RELG 386 Jews and Christians. (3)

D. Department of Statistics
STAT 517 Advanced Statistical Models. (3) Theory and applications of advanced statistical models. Includes implementation and assessment of generalized linear, nonlinear and
nonparametric regression, mixed effect, repeated measures, multivariate regression, and spatial models. (Prereq: STAT 512 or STAT 516 or equivalent)

2. ARNOLD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

    Department of Environmental Health Sciences  
    ENHS 625  Medical Mycology. [=BIOL 625] (3) Advanced study of infectious diseases caused by fungi. Etiology, symptoms, and treatment of fungi related illnesses.